check out this jewelry tutorial to learn how to make a coiled wire bracelet. Hope you will like it!

Deluxe Wire Coiling Gizmo $7.50. I have no box or instructions for this. The deluxe comes with a table clamp and 5 sizes of the curling mandrels! A great deal! I have 2, 3, and 4 mm drill tips, wire cutter, dental scraper, and precision screwdrivers, a screwdriver, paper clips, 14g syringe needle, artistic wire coiling gizmo. I bought an Ohm meter, but I just realized it doesn't have instructions, so I... Instructions. Wire has been used for thousands of years to create beautiful designs and jewellery. With The Coiling Gizmo you can coil wire. --Beadalon Kumihimo board – round – one foam with instructions --Thread – cotton thread Coil Gizmo or other coiling tool – thin rod 16 g diameter. Clasp set – lobster. Artistic Wire – 20g to use as core wire to form cones. Plier set to include. The 'Coiled Wire Jewellery Using The Coiling Gizmo' book by LeRoy Goertz is perfect for those that This book features step by step images and instructions. The Coiling Gizmo Deluxe Econo Winder features a built-in table-mount base, five crank-rods of different sizes and instructions. The thinnest rod will handle fine. Coiled Wire Jewelry With The Coiling Gizmo. Learn the essentials of For design help and instructions, please refer to our websites at beadalon.com.

Crea tools metal coiling gizmo, 3 in 1 cut pliers, or wire bending jig template in Crafts, Jewellery Making, Tools / eBay. instructions with some ideas to follow.

You will learn how to shape the wire coils into the butterfly form, make some structural wire I also include instructions on how to make the Gizmo and spiral coil.
2 Cranking rods to make 2 size coils, 1 Bracket frame, Complete instructions, This With the Coiling Gizmo you can coil wire simply and quickly creating beads. If you love the way cabachons look when they are wrapped with wire and beads, one cabachon, complete set of instructions, and an assortment of beads. through 20g wire, mandrels, a Mister Twister or a Coiling Gizmo for making coils. Hopi Hoops Earrings Instructions Coil the wire with the seed beads on it using the Coiling Gizmo set. Shape the wire so that the beaded coil forms a hoop.

Summary: If you enjoy making coiling gizmo projects, check out this jewelry tutorial to learn how to make a Instructions for how to make a coiled wire bracelet: